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$Z= \sum_{i=1}^{M}(\mathrm{a}_{j}^{t}\mathrm{x}_{j}, \mathrm{c}_{\dot{0}}^{t}\mathrm{x}_{i})$ (1)
, $(\mathrm{a}_{i}, \mathrm{c}_{i})(i=1, \cdots, M)$ $i$
, $\mathrm{a}_{j}=(a_{i1}, \cdots,a_{in})^{t}$:
$\mathrm{c}_{i}=(c_{i1}, \cdots, c_{1n}..)^{t}$ . $\mathrm{x}_{i}$
$i$
$\mathrm{A}_{1}.$ $\in(1, \cdots, n_{i})$
1 , 0 0-1
. $n_{i}$ $i$ .
$J$
$\mathrm{x}_{ij}$ ( ) $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
,
$i$ k: $(aik, , cik_{\iota})$ $=$
$[a_{jk}. -c:k:’ a_{ik}., +c:k.]$ .
$\min_{\mathrm{a}_{||}\mathrm{c}}$. $\sum_{j=1}^{J}\sum_{=1}^{M}\mathrm{c}_{i}^{t}\mathrm{x}_{ij}$ (2)
$s.t.)$ $. \cdot\sum_{=1}^{M}\mathrm{a}_{i}^{t}\mathrm{x}_{ij}-\mathrm{c}_{i}^{t}\mathrm{x}_{ij}\leq Z_{j}$
$Z_{j} \leq\sum_{=1}^{xr}\mathrm{a}_{i}^{t}\mathrm{x}_{ij}+\mathrm{c}_{j}^{t}\mathrm{x}_{i\mathrm{j}}$
$\mathrm{a};,$ $\mathrm{c}_{i}\geq 0(i=1_{\prime}, \cdots M)$
,
.
[5] . , $A=$
$[\underline{a},\overline{a}],$ $B=[\underline{b},$ $\urcorner b$ ,




, $N$ ’$\prime n-n’$ ”
$[N-n’+1, N-n+1]$
. , $A:1$ ,
$B:2- 3$ , C:2-3 , $D:4$
, $A$ : 4, $B$ : $[2,3]$ ’ $C$ : $[2, 3]$ , $D$ : 1
.
. $R$ $r$
$Cl_{r}(r=1,2, \cdots, R)$ ,
.
$Cl_{R}\succ\cdots\succ Cl_{r}\succ\cdots\succ Cl_{1}$ (3)
, $\mathrm{S}=<U,$ $C\cup$
$\{d\},$ $V_{C}$. $\cup V_{d},$ $f>$ . , $U$ J
, $C$ , $\{d\}$ ,
. ,
$q(\in C)$ $V_{q\prime}$ ( )









$P\subset C$ , $” y$ $x$ ”
$\text{ ^{}-}yD_{P}x$ , .
$yD_{P^{X}}\Leftrightarrow\forall q\in P,$ $f(y,q)\geq f(x, q)$ (4)
, $f(x,$ \leftrightarrow $x$ $q$
. f(\sim \leftrightarrow
, (4) .
$yD_{\acute{P}^{X}} rightarrow\forall q\in P,\min_{\mathrm{u}\epsilon J1y.q)}u\geq\max v\mathrm{V}\epsilon f(x.q)$ (5)
. $1 \mathrm{f}\max_{u_{1}\in f(x,q_{1})}u_{1}\leq\min_{v_{1}\in f(x,q1)}.v_{1}$ and $\cdots$
and $\max_{u_{M}\in(\tau,q_{M})M}$$u \leq\min_{vu\epsilon f(x,qM)}.v_{M}$ ,
then $x\in Cl_{t}^{\leq}$ .. If $\min_{u_{1}\in f(x,q_{1})}u_{1}\geq\max_{v_{\mathrm{a}}\in f(x.q1)}.v_{1}$ and $\cdots$
and $\min_{u,,\in f(x.q,,)}u_{p’}\geq\max_{v,,\in f(xq_{i}’)^{V}p’}.$,
and $\max_{u_{+1},’\epsilon J\mathrm{t},\prime}x.q+1$) $u_{p’+1}\leq$
$\min,,,.v_{p’+1}p+^{\epsilon f(x.q’)}1’+1$ and $\cdots$ and
$\max_{uu\epsilon f(x.q_{M})}u_{M}\leq\min_{v_{l\prime}\in f(xq_{M})}.v_{M}’$ ’
then $x\in Cl,$ $\cup Cl_{s+1}\cup\cdots Cl_{t}$ .
, $O=\{q_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $q_{p’}\rangle$ , $O’=\{q_{p’+1}, \cdots, q_{M}\}$












(8) . $R_{1},$ $R_{\sim},,$ $Rs$






$\text{ }$. $\cdot\cdot$ .
,
$Cl_{t}^{\geq}$ $Cl_{t}^{\leq}$ (Upward cumu- 2-4 .
lative set), (Downward cumulative set) , 5 5
. .
, 6 ..
$x\in Cl_{t}^{\geq}rightarrow$ ” $x$ $t$ t ” $D_{P}^{+}(x),$ $D_{P}^{-}(x)$
$Cl_{t}^{\geq},$ $Cl_{t}^{\leq}$




. $D_{P}^{+}(x)$ $Cl_{t}^{\geq}$ . T $\underline{P}(Cl_{3}^{\geq})=\{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,21\}$
.
$\underline{P}(Cl_{4}^{\geq})=\{1,2,3,4,5,6,7\}$











IF-Then . $E(Cl_{1}\leq)=\{17,18,19,20\}$. If $\min_{u_{1}\epsilon f(x,q_{1})}u_{1}\geq\max_{v_{1}\epsilon f(x,q1)}.v_{1}$ and $\cdots$
and $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}u_{M}\epsilon(x,q_{M})$ $uM \geq\max_{vu\in f(x,qM)}.v_{M}$ ,













, –P(Clt$\geq$ ), $\underline{P}(Cl_{t}^{\leq})$
? / .
7 8 . , 7 ” $R_{1}$ $:\geq$
$5,$ $R_{2}:\geq 3,$ $R_{3}:\geq 3,$ $d:Cl_{5}^{\geq}$ ” ” $R_{1}$ 5 $\mu^{\backslash }\mathcal{A}$
, $R_{2}$ 3 , $R_{3}$ 3
,
5 ” . , 8
” $R_{1}:\leq 4,$ $R\underline,:\leq 2,$ $R_{3}:<3,$ $d$ :Cl ’ ” $R_{1}$








. If $f(R_{1}, x)\geq 5$ and $f(R_{2}, x)\geq 3$ and $f(R_{3}, x)\geq$
$3$ then $x\in Cl_{5}^{\geq}$ .. If $f(R_{1}, x)\geq 2\backslash$ and $f(R_{\underline{\mathrm{o}}}, x)\geq 3$ and $f(R_{3}, x)\geq$
$2$ , then $x\in Cl_{4}^{\geq}$ .. If $f(R_{1}, x)\geq 5$ and $f(R_{\underline{0}}, x)\geq 3$ and $f(R_{3},x)\geq$
$2$ , then $x\in Cl_{5}^{\geq}$ .. If $f(R_{1},x)\geq 5$ and $f(R_{\underline{0}}, x)\geq 4$ and $f(R_{3}, x)\geq$
$3$ , then $x\in Cl_{4}^{\geq}$ .. If $f(R_{1}, x)\geq 5$ and $f(R\circ.X)\sim\geq 3$ and $f(R_{3},x)\geq$
$2$ , then $x\in Cl_{4}^{\geq}$ .. If $f(R_{1},x)\geq 1$ and $f(R_{-},, x)\geq 4$ and $f(R_{3}, x)\geq$
$3$ , then $x\in Cl_{4}^{\geq}$ .
$R_{1}$ 5 . $Cl_{\}^{\geq}$
. $Cl^{>}\tau$
, $R_{1}$
{ $Cl$ , COOEt, $CH_{3},$ $COOCH_{3},$ $NO_{2}$ }
, R.
$\sim$
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